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The Ed Harcourt interview
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I

first met a young Ed Harcourt in 1997 with a view to producing his band
Snug, which sadly didn’t happen. Snug didn’t last very long, but Harcourt’s
songwriting and performing skills (he is a trained pianist and self-taught
guitarist and drummer) led to a series of ambitious solo albums over the
last 13 years, (the first was Mercury-nominated), employing producers like Tim
Holmes, Gil Norton and Tchad Blake or self-producing. Plans are well advanced
for his next album for which he is collaborating with Flood (‘It’s like an industrial
soul record’). Last year’s Back Into The Woods was recorded solo and live at
Abbey Road in six hours, but the most recent self-produced mini album Time Of
Dust is richly layered and atmospheric, and was released in January to excellent
reviews. He has also collaborated and co-written with many famous names,
his phonebook includes Ron Sexsmith, Lissie, Kristina Train, Paloma Faith
(employing Andy Newmark on drums), Jimmy Hogarth (Resolution V11.5),
Lisa Marie Presley, Ren Harvieu, Jamie N Commons, Rae And Christian, and
Harcourt has increasingly been asked to produce. He co-wrote and produced the
recent No. 4 charting Sophie Ellis-Bextor album Wanderlust which was recorded
at State Of The Ark. Ed’s studio comprises two small rooms at the top of the
stairs in Beethoven Street Studios; (Paul Epworth was a neighbour but recently
vacated the big studio there). Harcourt’s rooms are crammed with vintage
keyboards, unusual instruments and a drum kit, and he records using a variety
of new and old microphones, a Trident Fleximix console and Logic Pro. As well
as his own album, he is currently working with Ren Harvieu on her second
album (‘It’s not as old fashioned as her last one, we’re listening to everything
from Prince to Fiona Apple to Massive Attack’), working with rapper Fem Fel,
co-writing with Dimitri Tikovoi (Resolution V10.5) and Rob Ellis for Marianne
Faithfull using her lyrics, and doing remixes. Resolution climbed the stairs and
squeezed in for a chat.(photos www.recordproduction.com)
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Ed Harcourt
A player with a songwriting skill that has led to production talks
about working in a small space. GEORGE SHILLING
How did you become a producer?
I really got into production because I started writing with people, although my
first ever album I produced was David Viner in 2006, and we did that in Flood’s
old studio in the yard at Tickle, and we did it on tape, running with Pro Tools,
and that was my first foray into production. There was no budget, but it was
really fun. Catherine Marks (Resolution V13.3) was engineering, and she mixed
it. It got great reviews, but didn’t sell anything. But a lot of productions have
come from writing with people in this studio. I have a certain way of doing
things, and hopefully what happens is the record company get demo-itis.
Are you interested in the technical stuff?
I am, but I don’t want to get bogged down. It’s really dangerous when you get
bogged down talking about technical... If it sounds good it’s good as far as I’m
concerned. I think it’s just trusting your ears; that’s the most valuable asset
of the job, and I’ve got used to this room and know what the limitations are.
Picking up little things from people, like John Parrish telling me, putting a mic
down on the ground at all times. Or Jim Sklavunos from Nick Cave/Grinderman
told me in a tiny room to get a good big sound, just get a valve mic and put it in
the corner facing the corner, and you’ll get a big roomy sound. I’m like a magpie
stealing other people’s methods.
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How do you avoid it being a distraction from writing the song...?
This is the thing. I would say I really love producing, but I do more songwriting,
and you do not want to let the production pull you down, and get lost in frills
and gadgets and icing on the cake, and too many things going on, and relying
on a computer screen amassing 90 tracks and a wall of sound of just a mess. So
I am trying my hardest just to sit at a piano. Because if you can’t play a song
on the piano or guitar in its basest form, then you know it’s not a good song.
When doing string arrangements do you score them out on paper?
Yeah, and I have no idea how to use Sibelius. I go to a cafe with headphones and
a laptop, and write it out. For some reason, being surrounded by people doing
other things — it sounds really weird, but it helps me to concentrate! And then
I play it into Logic and quantise it. But then print it out, Tippex and rewrite it.
It’s really old-school, but I think it’s good. It’s the same when writing lyrics; a lot
of people use iPads and laptops, and I like to write it in a book. I think that’s a
better way to do it. You edit yourself, and write it in the book.
Did you have the drum pattern quite early on in the process of
writing and producing Kristina Train’s Lonely Sinner?
Yeah, there’s a loop, we did it all in here. I really wanted to get that 70s tea towel
over the snare and... [moves to drum kit and demonstrates!] Like John Lennon
records, that was what I was going for.
I’ve noticed on some of your productions there are two layered
drum parts...
I’m really into that at the moment. I have the IK Sampletron [with the] Rhythm
Mate [samples], and I have a real Optigan — they’re amazing — which I used
on a few things; Mélanie Pain from Nouvelle Vague, we did a single called Black
Widow using an Optigan sample.
How did you get Van Dyke Parks involved with the Kristina
Train project?
I’ve known Van Dyke for a while, I met him in LA. I had a meeting with him
and went to his house, and he was in dungarees and a bow tie, drinking Coca
Cola out of a jam jar, he looked like something out of Brer Rabbit. I sat down
at his piano and played him some songs, and he was like, this is great! But we
never got round to working together, then I found the right project, and Kristina
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wanted him to do some strings. We went to Metropolis and did the strings and
the piano in the same room, because I didn’t want the record company to try
and mess up the mix. It’s kind of like a hymn...

The Lissie track you did Oh Mississippi is also quite hymnal...
I don’t know what it is, I’m an atheist, but I do love religious music and
architecture. I think it comes from listening to Randy Newman and Tom Waits
so much. It’s the way I use the keyboard, it’s just ingrained in me.
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How did you prevent the Lissie track from going too far that way
and becoming cheesy?
I think because the recording was done on my laptop using a shitty hundred
quid interface I had at the time, it’s like a weird old four-track demo or
something. And the performance from Lissie is very stirring. And it could easily
be, hand on the chest, pledge allegiance to the flag... But because the choir in
that song is just me and her, and it’s flawed, not perfect — that’s what makes
records interesting, those quirks.
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How are you working with
Flood?
I’m playing songs and having his input,
it’s just unbelievable, like nothing I’ve
ever experienced; he’s really kicking
my arse. And I really need it, and I’ve
never had that before. Just completely
turning everything on its head, that bit, this bit, change them. At first, I’m
argumentative, but then I listen to it, and — damn you, you’re right! At the
moment it’s arrangement and structure, and talking about what we’re going to
do, and I’m really open to anything, going completely out there. But I want to
make a pop record, but sort of death-pop, dark, doomy, epic, reverb-drenched,
lots of weird instruments, but elements of rock and roll. I think just from making
my own albums I’ve learnt how things work. But I’m not really anal, I just throw
things up, and if I like the way it sounds...
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What do you do with your unusual mics?
With We All Went Down With The Ship [from Time Of Dust], Dave Izumi Lynch
mixed it, and then I wasn’t happy with the verse vocal — I don’t know why. I
thought I sounded too angry, so I redid it with this [vintage Grampian carbon
mic]. I love old radio sounds, I love the Copperphone Mini from Placid Audio, I
use that live a lot. The other mic I have is a Shure 55, the Elvis mic which was
bought from a guy in Long Island who claimed it was owned by someone in
Frank Sinatra’s band! And I have a healthy relationship with Sontronics so I’ve
been using their stuff which
I really love, I use this [stereo] one all the time, and the Saturn.
How do you record drums here?
Because the room’s so small I tend to have one mic, often just the Neumann
[Gefell CMV563/M7], overhead, I have it going through the Neve 1073 and I
like to use the Ampex 600 and get the Shure 55 and do the Daptones thing,
put it between the kick and snare and get a crunchy, dirty, Motowny [sound].
What inspired the string arrangement, and the big glissando on
Paloma Faith’s Do You Want The Truth?
I think the guitar is sliding up, and I decided to do
the glissando; the inspiration for that was David
Axelrod, Holy Thursday... And Serge Gainsbourg
as well, Melody Nelson — the string arrangements
on that are insanely amazing; they’ve influenced so
many people — Beck, Sea Change...
When it comes to Spotify, is Thom Yorke
just a whinger?
No, I think he’s got a point. The record companies
did a deal with Spotify years ago, so they get
the lion’s share of royalties, so the artist is being
screwed. I don’t have a problem with streaming; I
have a problem with the royalty rate — that’s the
record companies’ fault.

New

The atmosphere there was so relaxed; it felt like we were cut off from the world.
We had an amazing band, and we’re all friends which really helped. Sophie just
let me do what I wanted to do; it was really fun. We mixed at RAK in the SSL
mix room. I let Richard [Woodcraft] get on with it and sat back, because I’m not
a technical producer, I’m more an arrangement producer and come from that
songwriting aspect of it.

Do you feel any pressure to be commercial?
What I think is commercial is different to other people. When I listen to the
charts now, everything really sounds the same — the same arrangements and
bombast. I think that’s will.i.am’s fault, the EDM, David Guetta sound infiltrating
pop music today, that’s why it all sounds disposable. When someone like Jake
Bugg comes along, it’s a breath of fresh air. And the Sophie album is a breath
of fresh air, it’s completely different. I just think if you’re a producer and an
artist comes in and says, I want my record to sound like this that’s in the charts
now, you’ll be a good producer if you say, no, you don’t. Because in six months
that sound will be dead. Just concentrate on the song, and making it sound as
interesting as possible — A&R men just want good songs. n

”An opera today, classical concert tomorrow.
It needs a system that provides pristine audio
and can immediately adapt to any situation.”

What do you think of the Credit Where
Credit Is Due campaign by the MPG?
I think it’s a great idea. What Tommy D is putting
his finger on, is that the generation who are growing
up with streaming — they’re not aware of the blood,
sweat and tears that go into making a record, and
the financial side. Most people are losing money,
but they’re making music because they love it and
feel compelled to do it. You will be doing music for
adverts or video games to pay the mortgage, or
doing sessions you don’t want to do with arrogant,
untalented people.
What was the process with Sophie Ellis
Bextor?
She came here and we wrote it over two and a half
years, on and off. Then in the last three months
we really went for it. She would turn up with a
concept; there were so many things she wanted
to write about. The first song we wrote was Love
Is A Camera, which is really out there. It’s a polka,
a crazy gypsy thing, and at the end it speeds up
and becomes quite demented. She plays the piano,
and when we were writing Young Blood and she
had... [demonstrates the chorus with basic chords
on piano] and we took it from there [arpeggiates]
and it happened really quickly. It was a really easy
process; we’re quite yin and yang, but really good
friends, so that’s why it works.
We had all the demos, I bounced everything
down. Some songs, we kept the same BPM. Some
of the songs I’d made the samples, got a Vivaldi
sample, flexed it in time, got the sound of guys
hitting a railroad with pickaxes, things like that,
combined with 808 kicks. They sounded so good
already, we used them. Then went to State Of The
Ark with the gorgeous EMI TG desk, and made the
record in 10 days with a live band. My rule was
three takes of each song, and the same with vocals.
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